This book argues that today’s professoriate has become increasingly theatrical, largely as a result of neoliberal policies in higher education, but also in response to an anti-intellectual scrutiny that has become pervasive throughout the Western world.

*The Theatrical Professoriate: Contemporary Higher Education and Its Academic Dramas* examines how the Western professoriate increasingly finds itself enacting command performances that utilize scripting, characterization, surrogation, and spectacle—the hallmarks of theatricality—toward neoliberal ends. Roxworthy explores how the theatrical nature of today’s professoriate and the resultant glut of performances about academia on stage and screen have contributed to a highly ambivalent public fascination with academia. She further documents the “theatrical turn” witnessed in American higher education, as academic institutions use performance to intervene in the diversity issues and disciplinary disparities fueled by neoliberalism. By analyzing academic dramas and their audience reception alongside theoretical approaches, the author reveals how contemporary academia drives the professoriate to perform in what seem like increasingly artificial ways.

Ideal for practitioners and students of education, ethnic, and science studies, *The Theatrical Professoriate* deftly intervenes in Performance Studies’ still-unsettled debates over the differential impact of live versus mediated performances.

**Emily Roxworthy** is Associate Professor (Theatre and Dance) and Provost of Earl Warren College at the University of California, San Diego. She is the founder and artistic director of Workplace Interactive Theatre, and the author of *The Spectacle of Japanese American Trauma: Racial Performativity and World War II*, which received the Barnard Hewitt Award Honorable Mention from the American Society for Theatre Research (ASTR).
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Finally, anyone who has ever birthed a scholarly book knows how tiring this labor can be for the author’s human support system. Thank you to my UC San Diego colleagues in both my academic home (the Department of Theatre and Dance) and my administrative one (Earl Warren College), but especially my executive assistant for the past three years, Kara Bayani, who protected my time and enabled me to find the space to finish researching and writing this book. Off campus, I was supported by many friends and family members, but most especially my wonderful partner Dennis Kim and my steadfast mother Margaret Colborn—both authors themselves, whose productivity and eloquence I can only hope to emulate but never match.
Introduction

Introducing...the theatrical professoriate

This book argues that today’s professoriate has become increasingly theatrical, largely as a result of neoliberal policies in higher education, but also in response to the anti-intellectual scrutiny that dominates U.S. society and finds global audiences through American cultural production. In this book, I offer the concept of a “theatrical professoriate” in order to understand the increasingly artificial and spectacularized experience of being an academic, particularly in the United States but also throughout the Western academy. I argue that being a professor feels theatrical because of the following experiential dimensions new to contemporary higher education: the “impostor syndrome” epidemic triggered by scripted precariousness and academia’s pervasive audit culture (e.g. “performance-based funding”), the influence of Science/Technology/Engineering/Mathematics (STEM) on individualistic competition and self-promotion throughout academic disciplines, and the administratively controlled diversity charades and spectacular gatekeeping that maintain the scholarly myth of meritocracy.

*The Theatrical Professoriate* takes its cue from Pierre Bourdieu’s political economy of the French professoriate, *Homo Academicus* (1984), a book whose critical reception seemed to invite an American analog explaining what Bourdieu (most famous for his theory of *habitus*—the embodied experience of a given social class or profession) was “telling us about American professors by talking about their transatlantic cousins.” If Following Bourdieu’s lead, I argue that the steady flow of recent academic dramas—post-1990 plays and films that represent higher education and its professors—should be read as theories that model the American professor’s habitus by using the human scale of theatrical representation to reveal how contemporary academia commands professorial performances that appear merely “for show.” I also approach this theatrical habitus through my earlier theory of the “spectacle-archive”: a public record of otherwise-ephemeral performances that record an ambivalent fascination with, in this case, the professoriate. This spectacle-archive documents the scrutiny of entities spectacularized by the larger public, such as the commonly held belief that academia represents a spectacle of elitism and liberalism that controls upward social mobility. While performance studies scholar Diana Taylor has
rightly questioned scholars “who decry the dark power of theatricality,” I argue that today’s professoriate is commanded to enact alienating performances that utilize scripting, characterization, surrogation, and spectacle (the hallmarks of theatricality) toward neoliberal ends which end up inhibiting empathy, resulting in a habitus that I have dubbed the “theatrical professoriate.”

In part owing to digital technologies’ intimate reach into every corner of our lives, the ability to experience empathic concern and perspective taking (two key subscales of the Interpersonal Reactivity Index used by psychologists) has seen a precipitous decline among college-age students since 2000. But The Theatrical Professoriate contributes to the growing awareness that this decline in empathy is also being driven by structural changes in the institution of higher education itself that can be measured by the evolution of professorial performance. In her book Being an Academic, Joelle Fanghanel has examined recent concerns “that the language of performativity and rationality is nefariously colonizing the academy as a whole as universities are led into impression management and lose the ability to communicate genuinely,” and as “academics internalize performativity habits” by connecting to the academic institution in a manner resembling the affiliations of corporate culture. While these changes in the academy are manifested in practices that metaphorically deploy the hallmarks of theatricality, they have also led a range of playwrights and other artists to create cultural productions that literally stage the structural issues driving the professoriate to perform in increasingly artificial ways.

At a time when “statistical evidence suggests that American universities have never been stronger or more prominent in public life than they are now,” the theatrical nature of today’s professoriate and the resultant glut of performances about academia being produced on stage and screen have contributed to a highly ambivalent public fascination with academia that scrutinizes the corruption and wastefulness of higher education as well as the dysfunctional lives of its professors. As Peter Wood, president of a conservative American advocacy group, said in a 2019 Chronicle of Higher Education article, recent debates about free speech on college campuses have “mainly acted as a spotlight, fixing the public’s attention on higher education.” The United States’ polarized political landscape, mirrored by ideological polarization around the world, heightens the glare of this spotlight. Moreover, the public’s heightened awareness of academia and its gatekeeper role in the mythos of unfettered social mobility (also known as the “myth of meritocracy”) has spectacularized the social actors seen as its lead players: professors themselves. In other words, the ambivalent attention characteristic of the spectacle-archive leads the fascinated American public to spectacularize professors as a minoritized group seen as highly privileged and out-of-touch with “the real world.” Of particular interest to this project is the way in which professors are spectacularized through their representation in academic dramas, a longstanding genre encompassing stage plays and screenplays that has become increasingly prominent since the 1990s. By analyzing these academic dramas as well as their audience reception, I show that these staged professors are positioned as stand-ins (or what Joseph Roach might call “surrogates”) for the institution of
higher education itself, which is seen as hiding deep conflicts and contradictions behind an idealized façade of meritocracy. Throughout *The Theatrical Professoriate*, I address two types of conflicts seen as undergirding the academic system:

1. The first type of conflict emerges from the maintenance of academia as what higher education scholars have recently described as a “historically white institution,” despite the shifting demographics of majority/minority racial dynamics that are occurring as whites lose their majority status: this contradiction is aided by the dismantling of affirmative action for many public universities, despite the public sentiment, such as the fact that the majority of Americans (61%) currently favor policies that redress historical discrimination. Higher education administrators often attempt to obscure this contradiction through “diversity charades” that make campuses appear to be racial utopias.

2. The second type of conflict emerges from the slow-motion “death of the humanities” that has been remarked upon for decades, as the neoliberal impulse to embrace the market and deregulate anything in its way shifts academic resources from humanistic disciplines to what are understood as the more rational and financially lucrative disciplines of STEM. This disciplinary shift has infiltrated every corner of the academy with STEM-associated values such as disembodied knowledge, individualistic competition and self-promotion, and clinical distance.

I examine how these two thematics of conflict—a failure to diversify and the STEM takeover—manifest in a range of academic dramas for the stage and screen.

At the same time, I look at what could be called the “theatrical turn” that many academic institutions have taken in order to intervene in these conflicts and address their disparities by commissioning theatre-centered workshops, theatricalized presentations of research, and theatre-related training. I demonstrate this theatrical turn through three campus trends toward using applied theatre: commissioning interactive theatre for diversity work (which arguably began with the widespread use of interactive theatre by the recipients of the U.S. National Science Foundation’s ADVANCE grant), hiring actors as “Standardized Patients” (SPs) for medical education in order to help academic medicine develop greater empathy in its clinicians, and the ubiquity of faculty TED (technology, entertainment, and design)-style talks on campus and off. I am a theatre historian and performance scholar, as well as a practitioner of interactive diversity theatre in the University of California system, and in the Conclusion I will briefly discuss my own productions of academic drama.

**A crisis of representation**

By examining these on-campus theatrical interventions alongside publicly consumed plays and films about professors, I reference Theatre and Performance
Studies’ still-unsettled debates over the differential impact of live versus mediated performances. Theatre and Performance Studies scholars have long debated whether the ephemeral nature of live performance is integral to the medium itself or whether liveness is merely an effect produced by the embedded nature of what Philip Auslander calls “performance in a mediatized culture.” In the second edition of his book *Liveness*, Auslander refers to “live performance’s ostensible curative powers” as positioned against technological reproduction, particularly televisual media (which, these days, are further amplified by digital distribution). Auslander both deconstructs the longing for liveness as a cultural cure and seems to long for it himself. While Auslander’s analysis accurately depicts the circumscribed position of live performance in a massively mediatized age, it does little to explain the power that audiences continue to find through spectacles of liveness. Therefore, I approach the liveness debate through Shannon Jackson’s 2011 book *Social Works: Performing Art, Supporting Publics*, which shifts the focus from live product (the performance itself) to live process (how the performance was created). Jackson’s focus is on socially engaged art that turns to performance, in part because “performance both activates and depends on a relational system” that short-circuits neoliberalism’s pressure to disavow support systems and other sociopolitical contingencies. By contrast, Jackson shows how “the frictions of performance” and “the highly fettered space of the theatre” that is visibly contingent on a collectivity of live bodies (both onstage and in the audience) interrupt the individualizing experience of digital seamlessness by “exposing the supporting actions that produce the experience of seamlessness.” Live performance and theatricality call attention to the collectivities and support systems disavowed by the neoliberal individual because the “backstage labor of coordination” remains as present for the audience as the “more visible practices of extroverted display.” Importantly, Jackson starts *Social Works* by glancing at the “precarious public funding” of higher education institutions such as the University of California, seeing academia’s loss of public funding as symptomatic of our society’s fetishization of the self-sufficient individual unfettered by infrastructural support.

Indeed, as Ronald Brownstein put it in a 2018 *Atlantic* article about the “dangerous milestone” that the United States had reached in which more of state universities’ revenue came from tuition than from tax dollars, “nowhere is the nation more conspicuously failing to recognize its shared destiny than in states’ faltering commitment to public higher education.” Brownstein quotes an HBCU (historically black college or university) president who argues that state legislatures, which continue to mostly comprise white men, fail to see themselves in the increasingly black and brown faces of today’s diverse college bodies. This crisis of representation creates an empathy gap that feeds the public’s distrust of academia, and in turn the public witnesses “an enormous shift in cost from the public collectively to parents and students individually.” Brownstein shows how counterproductive such a shift really is because aging white Americans “will depend on an increasingly nonwhite workforce to pay
the taxes that fund their Social Security and Medicare in the years ahead”—so failing to recognize the “interdependence of ‘the brown and the gray’” ends up abetting the lack of access to education, and thus economic security, of non-white American youth who will need to support the legislators voting to defund public education. The Theatrical Professoriate argues that live performance can help untangle the counterproductive binds facing American higher education because theatricality can foreground the human collectives and structural systems that contemporary debates about academia have forced underground. By documenting the rise of academic plays on stage and screen as well as on campus and off, I demonstrate that 21st-century academia’s “theatrical turn” holds great promise for meaningfully redressing both its diversity conflicts and its STEM conflicts.

In his book In Defence of Theatre, Barry Freeman emphasizes the importance of performance practices “that don’t necessarily have a place in the world of the institutional fine arts,” highlighting what Clarke Mackey’s Random Acts of Culture refers to as “vernacular culture.” Mackey honors amateur performance practices such as telling bedtime stories or hosting Christmas dinner, and draws the distinction between the social exchange taking place at these sites versus the commodification of professional performances by pointing out how strange it would be to repeat a vernacular practice (such as telling the same bedtime story every night) and commodifying it by selling tickets to the resultant event.

Likewise, the following chapters show that academic dramas are more akin to vernacular performances insofar as they position their audiences and performers alike as interdisciplinary amateurs, which is a radical gesture in a professional world that eschews the amateur and the generalist in favor of the highly specialized professional. These vernacular performances also make visible Jackson’s “backstage labor of coordination” through their disinterest in production values that would otherwise render such labor opaque. The academy’s and the public’s embrace of academic drama signifies the growing recognition that the dysfunctional demands of the theatrical professoriate might be redressed through the collaborative, embodied, and critical experience of face-to-face theatre, as well as the humanizing power of participating in live performance.

The spectacle-archive of the public’s professoriate

I chose to focus this book’s inquiry on performances of professors (rather than undergraduates or other college and university constituents) because, as Barbara F. Tobolowsky contends in Anti-Intellectual Representations of American Colleges and University (2017), “unlike students who filter through and exit every few years, [professors] are embedded in college life. They become stand-ins for the institution itself. Thus, these portrayals are closely linked to attitudes about higher education more broadly.” In addition to the constantly matriculating nature of the student body, Tobolowsky notes that professors “are the direct embodiment of the notion of scholarship,” which has come under increased
public scrutiny as taxpayers in the United States and abroad question the academic freedom that faculty enjoy to conduct research that distracts if not detracts from teaching students. The public fascination with staged and filmed representation of professors takes on a highly ambivalent tinge not only because the professoriate stands in for an institution seen by many as damaged, but also because most academic dramas portray professorial bodies as diseased or themselves damaged, yielding portrayals that in turn condition the public’s perception of the institution of higher education itself.

While the public spectacularizes academia as a prerequisite to upward social mobility, recent studies have demonstrated the ambivalence of this spectacularization as the American public becomes increasingly skeptical of higher education’s value as an institution. For instance, in 2017, Gallup and the Pew Research Center both published national surveys that “found significant public doubts—more than in previous years—about higher education and its role in American society,” particularly how the institution of academia is run. Such mixed feelings toward an institution seen as a powerful gatekeeper for social and economic mobility produces a high volume of both journalistic scrutiny and ostensibly fictional representations of academia. For instance, as discussed in the next chapter, the spectacle-archive created by public fascination with the professoriate was on full display at the 2015 Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences awards, also known as the Oscars. Upon Googling the search term “2015 Oscars,” photographs showing four white actors holding Academy Awards statuettes appear at the top of the search results, standing in as the public faces of that infamous ceremony: J.K. Simmons, Patricia Arquette, Julianne Moore, and Eddie Redmayne, who each won their acting Oscar for playing a professor on screen.

Sweeping the 2015 acting categories not only showcased a remarkably strong public interest in representations of professors (and a willingness to recognize the playing of professors as a virtuosic feat), but also, in their total erasure of non-white academic experience, marked academic films as complicit with Hollywood’s larger racial crisis as indicted by the #OscarsSoWhite movement. The 2015 Oscars marked the advent of this movement, eclipsing the fact that all four acting awards went not only to white artists but also to white artists playing professors. Simmons won Best Supporting Actor playing a jazz professor in Whiplash, Arquette won Best Supporting Actress playing a non-traditional college student turned psychology professor in Boyhood, Eddie Redmayne won Best Actor playing Cambridge physics professor Stephen Hawking in The Theory of Everything, and Moore won Best Actress playing a linguistics professor in Still Alice. As my analysis of The Theory of Everything and Still Alice demonstrates in the following chapter, the public fascination demonstrated by these cinematic professors sweeping all four acting categories exhibited an ambivalence that paralleled the racial critique which made the 2015 Oscars infamous. At the same time, The Theatrical Professoriate argues that academic dramas and other public representations of professors that foreground professorial
bodies (however damaged or diseased) make important interventions in the dominant understanding of the professoriate. I resist the notion that critical representations of professors and administrators “make a spectacle” of an otherwise noble academic enterprise. Theatre is always already a spectacle: it is produced to draw attention from a crowd, usually the bigger the better, and its “fleshly facticity” (to borrow Elizabeth Klaver’s apt alliteration) confronts audiences with three-dimensional embodiments whose very presence asserts a kind of truth claim: they are representative and symbolic characters, of course, but staked by real, historical bodies. Moreover, to understand the contemporary experience of being a professor as an embodied one—scripted by contemporary pressures such as economic precariousness, a pervasive audit culture, the contagion of individualistic competition and self-promotion, administratively controlled diversity charades, and the spectacular gatekeeping that maintains academia’s myth of meritocracy—entails joining feminist and critical race scholars, as well as colleagues in disability studies, in resisting the dominant professorial self-representation of a mind without a body. This self-image proffers an unmarked “disembodiment of the person” that always sat most easily with the white, male scholars who fit what Dana Polan has called the “gentlemanly tradition” of academia. Writing in the early 1990s, Polan notes that this self-image diverges significantly from professors’ public image:

[If intellectual self-representation endlessly imagines knowledge and the knower together as transcending the brute physicality of the everyday world, that world itself endlessly imagines intellectual culture as physical, as embodied […] Professors often imagine that they are ignored by the nonacademic world [but] are in fact endlessly represented, endlessly figured, and that representation and that figuration may work according to tightly coherent patterns.

Most relevant to the theatrical professoriate is the “tightly coherent pattern” that Polan identifies as “a general suspicion in popular culture that professorial activity is a sham, a game,” in which the “professor appears as a figure of duplicity, an actor who mimics the real seriousness of everyday life [and] can shift roles, who can become anyone but without any real commitment to anything.” Writing decades later, film scholar Elizabeth Marquis dubs this “academic performance” the “academic as disembodied expert.” The public image of professors as seemingly disembodied but tightly scripted and surveilled reflects the theatrical expectations of the academic habitus targeted for analysis in the chapters that follow.

Since Polan proffered his analysis and Pierre Bourdieu published *Homo Academicus*, there has been a steady increase in the number of academic plays and films produced outside the academy, as well as an increasing demand for theatre professors to mentor non-theatre colleagues and produce interactive
performances on campus ("applied theatre") for/with cross-disciplinary colleagues, particularly in the privileged fields of STEM. Many of the new plays and films being produced about professors focus on issues salient to our field—black studies, feminist studies, the fate of the humanities, and political economy—but very few of them have received scholarly attention from theatre and performance scholars. And the fact that STEM colleagues are leveraging the power of theatre as they effectively overtake the neoliberal university has garnered little sustained attention from performance scholars despite its clear implications for arts and education policies. This theatrical turn positions performance people as both experts and amateurs, an ambivalent position that needs to be better understood.

At the same time, while popular culture often portrays professors as, in Polan’s words, “taking on a superficial role” and thus “wracked by a guilt” over this unauthentic performance, the prevalence among academics of an affective structure known as “impostor syndrome” means that this theatrical feeling is endogenous as well as exogenous. First diagnosed by psychologists Pauline Rose Clance and Suzanne Imes in 1978 using a sample of 150 high-achieving, professionally successful women, impostor syndrome or impostor phenomenon (IP) has arguably reached epidemic proportions among the professoriate, with faculty in one study characterizing IP as “the fear of not living up to an ideal image of what it means to be an academic.” Simply put, those who wrestle with impostor syndrome experience pressure to maintain a façade because they attribute their job performance to external factors such as likability and luck rather than intelligence or preparation; this inability to internalize achievements results in debilitating self-doubt and constant fears of being discovered as a fraud.

In the Journal of Higher Education and Theory, Anna Parkman argues that IP “has been well documented in the academy” and notes that “the continual creep of the corporatization of the academy” exacerbates intellectual trends that make IP a constant feature of the professoriate. According to Holly M. Hutchins, the “academic environment” mirrors the “highly competitive, stressful occupations” that Clance and Imes identified as breeding grounds for impostor syndrome, and these environmental risk factors may be “further heightened” by the contemporary academy’s occupational pressures, including scholarly isolation and individualistic competition, a “publish or perish” value system that prizes product over process despite reduced access to funding and research opportunities, and increased levels of performance scrutiny from peers and other audiences. Hutchins’ research suggests that IP is “an artefact of careers where the ‘appearance of intelligence is vital to success,’” but also that those professors whose embodiment fits less easily with Polan’s “gentlemanly tradition” wrestle with IP more than their white, male colleagues. For instance, women and other underrepresented minorities in STEM fields often face bias that questions “their professional inclusion and legitimacy.” Job security tends to mitigate IP to some degree: in one study, contingent faculty
and tenure-track professors “recorded higher median scores on the impostor scale than those in the tenured faculty group.” As Sindhumathi Revuluri noted in the *Chronicle of Higher Education*, such recent studies demonstrate that IP poses a threat to all academics but

the phenomenon hits especially hard among scholars who are members of minority groups and/or are studying topics that are marginalized in academic culture. In other words, some academics don’t just feel like impostors, they are made to feel like impostors, no matter how self-assured, smart, and confident they are.31

In other words, as the result of rising experiences of impostor syndrome and related experiential dimensions of working in contemporary higher education, professors not only consume spectacles in which their profession is portrayed as theatrical; they also navigate an academic ontology that increasingly feels theatrical. The feedback loop between these spectacularized professors and professorial ontology has yet to be fully understood.

Therefore, *The Theatrical Professorate* argues that the glut of post-1990 plays and films that represent higher education and its professors, which I’m calling “academic dramas,” should be read as embodied theories not dissimilar to what Steven S. Taylor has referred to as “aesthetic theorizing.” Taylor contrasts “intellectual theorizing,” which “reduce[s] our experience to its analytical essence” and “strips away the felt meaning of our experience,” to *aesthetic theory*, which entails “thinking with our guts” and “grasping the whole in a way that is accessible, perhaps humorous and enjoyable for its own sake, and gives us a sense of connection.” 32 Recent academic dramas present staged theories that reveal a professorial habitus as drawn from the most dehumanizing aspects of theatricality. While a steady rise in the number of academic stage plays brought fictional professors to theatres across the United States and around the world, these staged professors used the human scale of live performance not only to humanize an often-vilified professoriate but also to showcase an academic institution seen as dangerously out-of-touch with the so-called real world. As “the direct embodiment of the notion of scholarship” that has come under increased public scrutiny, the theatrical professoriate becomes the punching bag for much larger sociopolitical concerns, many of them around the hegemony of neoliberal market arrangements.33 As Wendy Brown explains in *Undoing the Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution*, the prevailing opinion in Western society holds that “the more the university remakes itself through and for the market, the better off everyone—except overpaid, underworked tenured faculty—will be.” In other words, representations of “overpaid, underworked tenured faculty”—the public’s stereotypical image of professors—can tell us a great deal about today’s academy and its place in society insofar as professors seem to stand as the last obstacles to its neoliberal makeover.34
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The theatrical turn of academia’s diversity crisis

While I spend the majority of *The Theatrical Professoriate* analyzing post-1990s academic dramas on stage and screen as well as their audience reception, these exogenous representations should be considered in relation to the theatrical turn taking place on many university campuses. It may seem ironic that academics would embrace even more theatre to help mitigate a professional climate that Stephen J. Ball aptly describes as a “culture of competitive performativity,” but throughout this book I argue that the humanizing potential of live performance may, indeed, convert the poison of a theatricalized professoriate into the same phenomenon’s cure. Such irony would come as little surprise to Brown, who defines neoliberalism as “an order replete with contradiction and disavowal” that “seeks to privatize every public enterprise, yet valorizes public-private partnerships that imbue the market with ethical potential and social responsibility and the public realm with market metrics.” The neoliberal “move to the market” witnessed in contemporary higher education thus activates both sides of theatricality: not only the often spectacular professorial performances staged “just for show,” but also the theatrical turns being taken on campus as well as off that attempt to counter these same performances.

Increasingly since the turn of the 21st century, university campuses across the United States have been hiring theatre artists and commissioning theatre productions in order to mitigate the conflicts that have resulted from the ascendance of STEM (including the dearth of women and people of color in STEM fields) and from what Sara Ahmed refers to (using the language of performativity) as the “infelicity” of academic diversity. In *On Being Included: Racism and Diversity in Institutional Life*, Ahmed sketches academia as a space of inversion in which institutional “commitments” to equity and inclusion too often become empty promises that create an absurd “gap between words and deeds.” To reflect this inversion, Ahmed inverts speech act theorist J. L. Austin’s famous concept of performative utterances, which include speech acts like “I apologize” and “I promise” that materially enact a deed in the saying of it (another famous example is the wedding vow: “I do”). For Austin, insincerity or other underlying conditions on the part of the speaker can mean that the performative utterance will fail: the speech act will be unhappy, or in Austin’s parlance, “infelicitous.” Ahmed allows that such infelicity might sometimes explain the gap, in so many academic institutions, between the diversity they claim to value and the lack of actions that support these claims. But Ahmed also writes, based on her years of experience doing “diversity work” in the trenches of universities in Britain and Australia, that she believes there is another category of speech acts that Austin didn’t imagine—non-performatives:

In my model of the non-performative, the failure of the speech act to do what it says is not a failure of intent or even circumstance, but is actually what the speech act is doing. Such speech acts are taken up as if they are
performatives (as if they have brought about the effects they name), such that the name comes to stand in for the effects. As a result, naming can be a way of not bringing something into effect.\textsuperscript{39}

Ahmed characterizes many institutional claims about academic diversity as theatrical rather than performative: for Ahmed, these spoken and written commitments are “performances in a theatrical sense” that, following Austin’s infamous dismissal of theatre, are hollow because spoken in the manner of a character on a stage, before an audience.\textsuperscript{40} The institution allows white academics and administrators to be playful\textsuperscript{41} in how they deploy these non-performative commitments to diversity, but Ahmed shows how academics of color are typecast as “the race person” because they already “embody diversity by providing an institution of whiteness with color,” and therefore any efforts on their part to create change are taken for granted and pre-scripted as lacking value for the institution. Moreover, the way in which non-white bodies are marked makes it nearly impossible to do diversity in a space where they are clearly not “at home,” insofar as they inhabit “institutions that assume certain bodies as their norm.” In these inhospitable climates, talking about racism constitutes an often threateningly different version of the campus narrative.\textsuperscript{42}

Ahmed rightly notes that to even talk about racism in many academic institutions is “heard as an accusation that threatens the organization’s reputation as led by diversity,” and so the psychic injury to a body of color becomes inverted as, instead, an injury to whiteness.\textsuperscript{43}

Many other scholars echo Ahmed’s theatrical descriptions of the representational violence inflicted on non-normative bodies in academia. Cheryl Wall writes of the 1970s “image of a college professor” as a gray-haired white man with elbow patches and how, as a 23-year-old African American woman joining the English faculty at Douglass College, she “did not look the part.”\textsuperscript{44} Rick Bonus, University of Washington professor and author of \textit{Locating Filipino Americans}, writes of “the persistence,” decades later, “of a certain kind of racial/gender/class stereotyping that places people like myself outside of a usually imagined category of affluent, White, male ‘professor.’” Likewise, Bonus relates that some family members regard the professoriate as an inappropriate place for non-whites and that many faculty of color feel they were merely “hired as decoration.”\textsuperscript{45} Such hypervisibility of non-normative professorial bodies is a problem in an institution that problematizes embodiment to such an extent that its practitioners openly refer to an academic couple as having “a two-body problem” (with the trailing spouse usually assumed to be a female academic without real value to the campus). Moreover, as Diane Freedman and Martha Holmes put it, the professor’s body is ideally “both present and irrelevant,” kept “out of speech, sight, and investigation” so that all focus can be on the intellect—and on the student “body.”\textsuperscript{46}

Seemingly harmless stereotypes of the graying, absent-minded (white, male) professor may come from highly ambivalent pop culture images of professors that range “from bookworm to monster, loner to superstar,” but they bleed into
the academy itself where the objectification of other bodies serves to justify and naturalize a status quo that the tradition-serving tendencies of academic institutions find very comforting. But no one is safe from this regime of stereotyping and othering, which has produced what John Kramer calls “a growing bitterness” in recent novels written by academics, particularly minoritized academics “who describe a sometimes unfriendly world of higher education.” Adding to this growing body of popular literature depicting what Susan Edderton and Paul Farber dub “destructive relations in the halls of academia” are professorial accounts of “academia as a greenhouse of rare types” that are often written in mean-spirited, small-minded ways. The Chronicle of Higher Education published an unfortunate example of such othering in the form of a 2005 article by Mikita Brottman titled “Nutty Professors,” in which the author armchair-diagnosed two of her former “difficult” colleagues as possessing neurological conditions on the autism spectrum akin to Asperger’s syndrome, and noted that the Viennese physician who discovered the condition in 1944 suggested that academia was the best place for Asperger’s patients to find employment. Obviously, Professor Brottman assumed she could distance herself from this characterization of other academics as having a “character disorder,” but such representational violence cannot be contained so easily, and this pattern of stereotyping and othering has reached epidemic proportions in academia.

Of course, just as the university circumscribes its academic employees, the state disinvestment in higher education circumscribes academic institutions, and this budget crisis has been accompanied by a simultaneous withdrawal of state support for diversifying the university. It’s a classic Catch-22: just as the economic crisis in higher education “crank[s] up the volume on our most self-destructive cultural tendencies,” suddenly remedying toxic climates and campus inequities is “repositioned as what the nation cannot afford to have.” Ahmed has noticed how in Britain the state has repositioned the university’s commitment to equality as just another bureaucratic procedure that should be trimmed in order to focus on higher education’s core mission of providing excellent instruction. In the U.S. context, the Manhattan Institute’s Heather Mac Donald made a similar claim in her critique of the University of California’s spending on a “diversity apparatus” (administrators focused on improving diversity, equity, and inclusion on campus) despite its recent budget crisis, arguing that diversity administrators’ salaries should instead be spent on more instructional staff. In addition to being framed as “what the nation cannot afford to have,” institutionalized diversity efforts on campus and off are generally measured in an oversimplified fashion that focuses only on compositional diversity—the “showcase model of diversity management” that Pushkala Prasad identified with executive seminars and workplace training modules that transform race and gender into “trendy consumer items” that appear as “little more than a fad.” In other words, the pervasiveness of non-performative diversity showcasing and the persistent questioning of meaningful change efforts may be making academia’s equity and access issues worse.
The STEM takeover and academia’s makeover

In the face of such non-performative commitments to diversity, many universities ironically view interactive theatre and other professional performances as more overt deployments of theatricality that might produce institutional change toward greater demographic accountability, in STEM fields particularly, but often in other academic fields as well. Sometimes, these overt deployments of theatricality are pursued in the interests of “extending basic research findings into a creative theatrical production” that disseminates and popularizes scholarly interventions for the non-academic public, as in the case of scholar Wayne Beach’s educational play *When Cancer Calls*…, which stages transcribed phone calls within a family dealing with terminal cancer as a means of better understanding cancer journeys as a collective experience “rather than individual cancer patients in isolation.” Beach and his colleagues point out that “change agents increasingly use theatre as an educational tool for a wide range of topics,” and, in particular, the “use of theatre in health care settings is an emerging phenomenon that weds art with science to reshape the way we think about medicine and the healing potential of the arts.”

While such theatricalizations of scholarly interventions merit deeper analysis, *The Theatrical Professoriate* is more interested in theatrical productions that act as interventions into scholarly structures themselves, which sometimes take the form of professional performances in purpose-built theatres on campus and off, but increasingly also materialize in an Augusto Boal-inspired (Forum Theatre-esque) educational genre often seen on university campuses called “interactive theatre.”

Simply put, interactive theatre entails brief sketches of academic life followed by different types of audience interaction including “hot-seating” (where the actors stay in character and answer questions from the audience about their motivations and behavior in the sketch) and improvised replays of moments from the scene using spectator suggestions. Interactive theatre workshops are generally performed as professional development for faculty, staff, and students, so much so that two major research universities—the University of Michigan and Cornell University—have institutionalized the practice in the form of their own in-house interactive theatre troupes. The Cornell Interactive Theatre Ensemble, or CITE, was founded in 1992, and Michigan’s Center for Research on Learning and Teaching’s CRLT Players (CRLT connotes the Center for Research on Learning and Teaching) was founded in 2000. Interviews with the artistic directors of both CITE and CRLT Players are analyzed in the Conclusion of this book, and both companies report that their ability to accept performance invitations from off-campus clients has been reduced by the increased demand for performance interventions on their own campuses. Indeed, three CRLT staff members (including the CRLT Players’ former artistic director) wrote in a 2006 *Change* magazine article that academia may be making up for lost time by finally embracing interactive theatre as a tool for institutional change, writing that

Most people think of theatre as a form of entertainment—a diversion from our daily lives that inspires, amuses, or provokes us and that engages our
creative imagination. But theatre has long served as a powerful educational tool as well. At colleges and universities, theatre is often used to facilitate student affairs training: sketches on topics like date rape and substance abuse are common now at orientation sessions. The marvel is that we faculty and consultants engaged in professional development have come so late to the idea of theatre as an effective teaching tool.

These interactive theatre troupes housed in academic institutions recognize that university employees, particularly senior faculty and administrators otherwise resistant to such interventions, are more likely to be open to theatrically embodied training events because

the playful nature of a theatrical experience can draw them to an event on a topic they would not otherwise address in a public setting. That theatre is typically regarded as entertainment, not education, makes attendance more acceptable—it does not indicate that one is facing a problem or needs assistance.

This Trojan-horse quality of interactive theatre is particularly important because many of these theatrical interventions relate to diversity issues that often provoke suspicion, defensiveness, and apathy from audiences, particularly in STEM fields “where the subject matter appears ‘objective’ and discussions of identity (gender, race, and disability) or power dynamics can seem irrelevant to faculty and graduate students.” As STEM disciplines become more and more powerful in the academy, this suspicion becomes even more pronounced, resulting in more commissions for interactive theatre companies such as the CRLT Players.

However, the blindspots produced by the illusion of STEM objectivity are far from the only collateral damage facing contemporary higher education in the thrall of non-humanistic disciplines and their methodologies. When critics decry the neoliberal occupation of the academy, they are often referencing a forced privatization and evermore competitive research landscape that is inseparable from the gradual displacement of the humanities’ position in higher education by increasingly powerful STEM disciplines. This shift from the humanities to STEM arguably began during the Cold War as the former Allies and Axis nations from World War II stockpiled scientific and technological discoveries by retrofitting academic infrastructure. In the article “The STEM Crisis Is a Myth,” Robert Charette, a contributing editor to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) magazine Spectrum, cites demographer Michael Teitelbaum’s research on “alarm, boom, and bust” cycles including the cycle of STEM mania that Teitelbaum dates back to World War II. Teitelbaum writes that such cycles start when someone “sounds the alarm” that a nation is falling behind in producing engineers, mathematicians, and scientists, thus endangering national security as well as economic progress. An early instance of this rhetoric occurred in the 1950s, when “Americans worried that the Soviet Union
was producing 95,000 scientists a year while the United States was producing only about 57,000.” Charette goes on to show how Japanese competition revived this rhetoric in the 1980s, followed by economic competition with China and India in the early 21st century. Despite the cyclical and easily disproved nature of this longstanding rhetoric, fears of a STEM production shortage drive the decisions that dramatically reshape the landscape of contemporary higher education.

Moreover, as state legislatures have withdrawn financial support from public universities and colleges, non-humanistic fields have grown in privilege because they are seen (somewhat erroneously) as subsidizing the academic enterprise through the federal grants and other extramural funding that STEM research attracts. In an article posted under the headline “STEM Funding Dwarfs Humanities, But Only One Is in Crisis,” Nora Caplan-Bricker of The New Republic argues that recent U.S. administrations have encouraged the creation of an oversupply of STEM graduates in order to suppress the wages of U.S. companies’ foreign competitors, which amounts to an economic “cold war” that intellectually siphons students away from the humanities and other non-STEM areas of the university. Caplan-Bricker cites the American Academy of Arts & Sciences’ 2013 report “The Heart of the Matter,” which shows that the U.S. federal “government pays for well over 50 percent of the scientific research done in universities, and close to 75 percent in some disciplines. Meanwhile, the humanities are fronting all but 20 percent of their own costs.” From that perspective, humanistic disciplines are more than carrying their own weight in the academy, yet as long as governments are content to spend, in the U.S. case, upwards of “$3 billion each year on 209 STEM-related initiatives overseen by 13 federal agencies” (not to mention the billions of dollars that major corporations contribute to STEM education programs), academic institutions seem likewise content to prioritize STEM disciplines over the humanities because such taxpayer subsidies enable universities and colleges “to expand their [student] enrollments.” Such prioritization creates a complex shell game that ends up recouping the budget cuts inflicted by state governments through increased tuition dollars squeezed from parents and their students desperate to land ostensibly high-paying and plentiful STEM jobs after graduation. For all these reasons, higher education scholar Steven Brint recently proclaimed that while “philosophiae ratio once in spirit reigned, numerorum ratio now in practice counts. Engineering and the life sciences have replaced philosophy as anchors of academic life.” At the dawn of this century, two other higher education scholars, Sheila Slaughter and Gary Rhoades, predicted this shift in their seminal article “The Neo-Liberal University,” writing of public universities in particular that neoliberalism’s “moving to the market has meant at the margins turning away from the liberal arts toward professional and vocational curricula.”

The seemingly endless growth of STEM’s academic hegemony has coincided with (and likely resulted in) concerns that the human capacity for empathy—arguably a hallmark of humanity itself—has deteriorated in measurable ways.
As mentioned earlier, the advent of digital technology has contributed to a decline in the ability of young people (so-called “digital natives”) to experience empathic concern and understand others’ perspectives, both key indicators of dispositional empathy.\textsuperscript{64} The\textit{ Theatrical Professoriate} mines the structural changes in higher education that have also contributed to this alarming decline in empathy, and the contribution of STEM mania to this decline is at least tacitly acknowledged in many STEM disciplines’ embrace of theatrical interventions intended to teach empathic concern and perspective-taking to their students and faculty. Sometimes, this theatrical turn merely reinforces the neoliberal condition of the academy, such as commissioning acting training for scientists so they can better communicate their research to prospective industry collaborators. For instance, in 2009 actor Alan Alda (most famous for playing Hawkeye Pierce on the long-running 1970s television show \textit{M*A*S*H}) established the “Alan Alda Center for Communicating Science” at Stonybrook University in order to help STEM professionals communicate with the lay public. In an NPR interview with Alda, interviewer Lulu Garcia-Navarro proclaims that, through the center, “Alda explains why empathy is crucial to successful science conversations.”\textsuperscript{65} But other coverage of the Alda Center suggests that, for these theatrical interventions, communicating with the public is less important than securing funding; for instance, the coverage of an Alda Center workshop at Boston University quotes Gloria Waters, BU vice president and associate provost for research, explaining the value of acting training in the academy as follows: “It’s really important for scientists to be able to communicate with laypeople, especially given the current funding climate. It’s incumbent upon us to explain why our work is important.”\textsuperscript{66}

But many other theatrical interventions in academic STEM appear to resemble institutional soul-searching more than mere public relations (PR), particularly the increasing use of professional actors for training purposes in medical schools. \textit{The Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA)} defines “SPs” (also known as “simulated patients”) as “trained actors who portray patients during an interview and physical examination with a medical student or doctor in training […] to depict realistic patient interactions and presentations of disease.”\textsuperscript{67} Writing in \textit{Canadian Theatre Review}, Sebastian Samur traces the use of medical simulation with actors to University of Southern California professor Howard Barrows’ introduction of professional actors to medical training in the 1963. “Though controversial at first due to cost and subjectivity concerns,” Samur explains, “their use has since become widely accepted.” Samur claims that SPs introduce a “human factor” to academic medicine that has only increased in popularity and “has yet to be replaced by artificial simulators”; in fact, he points out that academia seems to be doubling down on the use of actors insofar as “some schools, such as Penn State’s College of Medicine, have gone so far as to incorporate ‘invisible’ SPs—SPs that a medical student believes to be an actual patient.”\textsuperscript{68} Likewise, theatre professors George Pate and Libby Ricardo argue that the rise of simulated patients, which they differentiate from SPs by the former’s use of unscripted improvisation, “can at least in part be
attributed to recent research suggesting that clinical skills are not ancillary to medical care but in fact affect healing and recovery in measurable ways.” Pate and Ricardo therefore claim that simulated patients “provide practice in performing empathy.”

Scholarly articles in medical journals, such as the international journal Medical Teacher's 2018 essay “Twelve Tips for Teaching Empathy Using Simulated Patients,” admit that “empathy levels among medical students show a trend to fall between the early and senior years of undergraduate training”—and that SPs’ signature phrase “being human” represents “a crucial component of connection with the patient” that is otherwise missing from contemporary medical education. Margaret Edson’s play Wit (discussed in Chapter 2) has become a frequent tool in medical education, particularly the 2001 film adaptation starring Emma Thompson. For instance, Bioethics professor M. Sara Rosenthal calls Wit a crucial part of the “hidden curriculum” (highlighting bedside manner and other so-called “soft skills”) in medical education as well as “the quintessential teaching film in American medical schools regarding end of life, code status discussions, nursing ethics, moral distress and death and dying.”

Professorial performance in the neoliberal academy

Academics find themselves not only compelled to work with actors but even to act themselves, as demonstrated in the widespread appearance of professors appearing onstage for TED talks, an important part of what Andrew Wernick calls the “promotional culture” that in recent decades has led universities around the world to command that its actors (i.e. faculty) produce “ambiguous performances” that closely resemble the commercial imperatives of popular cultural production. As literary scholar Julia Ludewig defines them, TED talks are “a new media success story”: “characteristically short talks (which often deal with issues of technology, entertainment, and design, or TED for short) [that] have attracted much attention in the news, and increasingly, in academe.” TED conferences started in 1984 and have since spawned independent TEDx conferences that take place around the world and have digital afterlives reaching millions of viewers (Ludewig notes that monthly TED views hover around one billion). As Ludewig shows, today’s TED talk has expanded far beyond the fields represented in its acronym to include “presentations about themes such as architecture, mental health, history, and popular culture.”

With the tagline “Ideas Worth Spreading,” the TED website (ted.com) launched in 2006, creating two distinct but overlapping audiences for the academic and non-academic speakers alike: the spectators present at TED conferences to hear the live speaker, and the virtual spectators who watch the TED talks posted on the website and other video sharing sites. Despite the fact that TED talks are mainly used for product launches and other business purposes (only a quarter of presenters are professors or academic experts), Ludewig argues that the genre has “an educational undertone” or “academic impression”
bolstered by scholarly citations (the widely circulated reference to “recent studies”) and frequent use of higher education campuses to provide performance venues. For instance, Physics professor Brian Keating, whose memoir *Losing the Nobel Prize* was adapted for a staged reading discussed in Chapter 3, performed a 2015 TEDx talk titled “Going to the Ends of the Earth to Discover the Beginning of Time” that has more than 80,000 views on YouTube. At the beginning of his 15-minute performance, Keating makes the connection between academic TED talks and the medium’s primary use for unveiling commercial products when he conjures the spirit of the late Apple CEO Steve Jobs himself. Like Jobs unveiling the newest iPhone as a theatrical prop punctuating his sales pitch, Keating introduces the important cosmic discoveries of Galileo, by pulling from his pocket a replica of Galileo’s small telescope, remarking that this famously persecuted scientist made his discoveries “with an amazing scientific instrument, a revolutionary product that, as Steve Jobs says, just fits in your pocket.” This blurring of the boundaries between industry and academia and between lecturing and theatrical performance characterize the TED genre, which has reset the expectations for professorial performance in the classroom as well.

Such expectations constitute part of the pressure around today’s theatrical professoriate, but these same expectations also demarcate the pinnacle of professorial performance in the neoliberal academy insofar as only the most successful academics receive invitations to deliver TED-style talks. Some of this was anticipated by Derrida’s characterization of the academy as “une puissante de lecture,” which performance studies scholar Jon McKenzie leverages to declare that “the lecture has been the dominant performance of modern pedagogics” and that “lectures are not only a popular and powerful pedagogic performance, they stand as a crucial educational norm”—this despite the academic consensus in the field of Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SOTL) that lectures are remarkably ineffective modes of teaching, particularly for today’s generation of students who expect learning to be an interactive experience rather than a unidirectional delivery of knowledge (the so-called “sage on the stage”). In other words, the theatrical turn on today’s higher education campuses is both part of the problem and part of the solution, a *pharmakon* entirely appropriate to the two-faced quality of neoliberalism replete, as Brown puts it, “with contradiction and disavowal.” Brown points out that “[m]any professions today—from law to engineering to medicine—require analytical capabilities, communication skills, multilingualism, artistic creativity, inventiveness, even close reading abilities.” But the motivation behind acquiring these so-called “soft skills” is to double-down on neoliberal values:

[such] knowledge is not sought for purposes apart from capital enhancement, whether that capital is human, corporate, or financial. It is not sought for developing the capacities of citizens, sustaining culture, knowing the world, or envisioning and crafting different ways of life in common. Rather, it is sought for ‘positive ROI’—return on investment.
McKenzie echoes these concerns when he notes that performance management theorists "champion theater's potential for humanizing organizations." Nonetheless, I maintain that theatre is a highly effective Trojan horse because, in addition to seeming like an entertaining diversion that promises "positive ROI," the theatrical turn in academia presents an epistemological model that provides welcome relief from the order that dominates most academic institutions. As Dwight Conquergood argued,

The dominant way of knowing in the Academy is that of empirical observation and critical analysis from a distance perspective [...] a view from above the object of inquiry: knowledge that is anchored in paradigm and secured in print. This propositional knowledge is shadowed by another way of knowing that is grounded in active, intimate, hands-on participation and personal connection [...] This is knowledge that is anchored in practice and circulated within a performance community, but it is ephemeral.

Conquergood connects this alternative, performance-based way of knowing to what Donna Haraway calls the “view from a body,” emphasizing the centrality of embodiment in the here-and-now, rather than “textual fundamentalism” destined for the archive. Moreover, theatre and performance foreground the interplay of necessarily situated and subjective bodies, presenting a multiplicity of perspectives in dialogue that can seem antithetical to the hallowed objectivity of Enlightenment modernity, which privileges science and reason. But as Kandice Chuh and Karen Shimakawa point out, “[t]he body is crucial for thinking about discourse and epistemology, for it locates the stakes involved in the production of knowledge.” To take but one example, scholars such as Lisa Lowe and Robert Teranishi have shown that the demographic category of “Asian” is an artificial and arbitrary marker that has material stakes for the remarkably diverse group of ethnicities that it homogenizes. Chuh and Shimakawa likewise show that “Asia” is “an epistemological object of area studies [that] emerges out of American modernity’s characteristic imperialist ideology and concomitant belief in the possibility of objective knowledge.” In other words, it has very little to do with the embodied experience of “Asian” peoples. Moreover, as Soyini Madison has argued, this chimerical pursuit of objective knowledge historically positions “some human beings by nature [as] capable of reason and other human beings by nature [as] not,” with scientific objectivity and rationality seeming to offer “the justification for designating certain human beings as more worthy and more valuable than other human beings.” By foregrounding human embodiment and creating a space to question scientific objectivity and the demographic disparities that become offerings at the altar of rationality, the theatrical turn uses embodied performance—on campus and off—to offer contemporary higher education another way of knowing that may prove necessary, if not to the academy’s survival then at least to the academy’s humanity.
While this Introduction has sketched the landscape of the theatrical turn on campus—a landscape to which I will return in the Conclusion, where my own on-campus theatrical interventions will be discussed—the many academic dramas produced on stages and screens, off-campus in the so-called real world, have received little to no scholarly attention to date. Most scholars who have examined popular representations of higher education overlook theatrical representations entirely, focusing instead on how film, television, and novels have perpetuated a negative image of academia that threatens the academy’s PR. Even when the authors of these cultural texts are academics (or former academics), scholars treat these critical depictions as PR problems that make a spectacle of the academy, rather than as earnest institutional diagnoses. For instance, in his latest edition of *The American College Novel*, John Kramer attributes the “growing bitterness” he finds in academic fiction to “the growing number of novels written by openly gay and lesbian writers, and by members of racial, ethnic, and religious minorities, who describe a sometimes unfriendly world of higher education through characters much like themselves.” Kramer concludes, rather nostalgically, that “[p]rior to the 1980s, these voices were largely absent from the college-novel genre.”  

Likewise, even as the editors of *Imagining the Academy* note that, as of late, popular representations of higher education have become increasingly unflattering, they refuse to dwell on what might have changed in academia and instead focus on external factors. They seem almost to sulk: “one might hope,” they write,  

for the advent of more popular cultural artifacts or forms that can represent with greater complexity, and perhaps a measure of sympathy, the institution that we believe still stands as one of the pillars of our democratic aspirations as a nation.

Pauline Reynolds seems more open to the critiques she finds in “higher education popular culture,” but still sees critical representations of the academy as a “(mis)education” of the public and seems almost to blame the rise of these “darker narratives” on the “increase in the diversification of higher education.” Rather than bemoaning the negativity or critical edge of contemporary representations of higher education, I attend to recent academic dramas as theatrical theories that both visualize the crises facing today’s academy and imagine ways to intervene and address them.

Chapter 1, “#OscarsSoWhite and Historically White Universities,” examines the theatrical professoriate’s spectacle-archive through the case study of the 2015 Academy Awards, which marked the advent of the #OscarsSoWhite movement by awarding all four acting Oscars to white performers playing professors: J.K. Simmons won Best Supporting Actor for his portrayal of a jazz
instructor in *Whiplash*, Patricia Arquette won Best Supporting Actress for her portrayal of a community college professor in *Boyhood*, Julianne Moore won Best Actress for her portrayal of a Columbia University linguistics scholar in *Still Alice*, and Eddie Redmayne won Best Actor for his portrayal of Cambridge University physicist Stephen Hawking in *The Theory of Everything*. This telling coincidence pointed to the hegemonic whiteness of both Hollywood’s and academia’s myths of meritocracy, as well as a public fascination with portrayals of professors on screen that, I argue, stems from a “golden age of higher education” that is riven by contradictions.87 Although these critically acclaimed “cinematic professors”88 used the human scale of live performance to humanize an often-vilified professoriate, they also showcased an academic institution seen as damaged and dangerously out-of-touch. I demonstrate the ambivalence of this public fascination with professors by analyzing how both *Still Alice* and *The Theory of Everything* adapt source material by academic exiles (Lisa Genova’s 2007 novel and Jane Wilde Hawking 2007 memoir) to portray professors’ mind-body conflicts as well as the structural constraints academia places upon professorial embodiment. *Still Alice* spectacularizes the expulsion of its protagonist’s body when her mind is compromised by Alzheimer’s disease, and *The Theory of Everything* spectacularizes the haven that academia provides for its protagonist’s disembodied mind. By comparing the film adaptations with their source texts, I demonstrate the spectacularization made possible by the cinematic medium and suggest how it shifts the public’s perception of blame from the structural issues undergirding the neoliberal academy to the personalities portrayed by Oscar-winning actors.

The remainder of *The Theatrical Professoriate* predominantly focuses on live performance in order to read plays about academia (academic drama for the stage) as theoretical texts that attempt to communicate to their audiences something urgent and insightful about the state of higher education. Reading theatre as theory points to an exceptional quality of the theatrical medium: whereas written and recorded media excel at presenting information and data, live performance embodies the experience of this information and data, modeling for an audience the relationships and dynamics that undergird them.89 Chapter 2, “Academic Drama on Stage and Screen,” presents a constellation of four modern classics that sketch the contours of this theatrical theory of academia: David Mamet’s *Oleanna* (1992), Margaret Edson’s *Wit* (1994), David Auburn’s *Proof* (2000), and Rebecca Gilman’s *Spinning into Butter* (1999).90 These four American plays were selected because (1) they prominently feature professors and academic administrators among their lead characters; (2) they have gained national and even international prominence in measurable ways, either through awards or other forms of notoriety; and (3) the playwrights created their respective theatrical worlds from deep knowledge of the academy that elevates their dramas to theoretical levels. Chapter 2 thus connects previous analyses of fictional professors to the academics embodied in the underexamined genre of academic drama for the stage. The chapter also argues that the unsettled
debates about live versus mediated performances can find fertile ground in the adaptations of the professor’s body from stage plays to screenplays. This chapter thus establishes the subgenre of live “academic drama” as an expansion but also provides a comparative analysis of the extant categories of academic novels, films, and television. Each of these plays has been adapted into mainstream motion pictures by Hollywood production companies: Mame’s *Oleanna* was adapted by Channel Four Films/Samuel Goldwyn in 1994, Edson’s *Wit* was adapted by Avenue Pictures/HBO Films in 2001, Auburn’s *Proof* was adapted by Miramax Films in 2005, and Gilman’s *Spinning into Butter* was adapted by Screen Media Films in 2008. *Oleanna* addresses the “political correctness” and sexual harassment crises interpreted as outgrowths of a diversifying academy. *Wit* shows a childless female academic questioning her devotion to English literature as she battles terminal ovarian cancer at the University Hospital, as well as the apparent inhumanity of the scientists and clinicians overseeing her treatment. *Proof* examines the academic ex-communication of a brilliant but mentally unstable male mathematician, whose self-taught daughter bests his brilliance while rejecting the academy’s unwillingness to recognize the humanity of its scholars. And *Spinning into Butter* (the least acclaimed of the bunch) takes a flawed but fascinating look at the spectacularization that a historically white university enacts upon students of color, and the drama that one of them stages to teach his professors and administrators a lesson.

By comparing each academic drama in its theatrical and cinematic versions, I am able to isolate how the medium effects the message, which allows me to argue that academic dramas onstage and onscreen do very different work. Namely, when staged, academic dramas denaturalize the “theatrical professoriate”—a habitus which demands that its human actors replicate Hollywood’s star system and pursue selfish individualism to succeed—and also denaturalize the suspension of disbelief that sustains academia’s myth of meritocracy, by instead highlighting the symbolic violence that minoritized subjects experience in higher education institutions. When presented onscreen, however, filmed academic dramas mirror the longstanding “star system” critiqued through the #OscarsSoWhite movement, a system emulated by the academy’s equally problematic academic star system. The films analyzed in Chapter 2 spectacularize the diseased academic body as a synecdochal surrogate for academia itself, thus presenting a compelling argument for the massive withdrawal of public support from higher education that Americans have recently witnessed. However, the same dramatic texts onstage allow performed professors to be seen on a human scale rather than as institutional stand-ins, and thus hold the door open for theatre as social change. Likewise, the slick production values of the Hollywood screen project academic dramas as pacifying spectacles that further spectacularize the theatrical professoriate rather than demystifying it, as many academic plays do on stage. As a result, adapting academic dramas such as *Proof* and *Wit* for the screen seems to short-circuit theatre’s potential for social change in the institutional context of higher education, and in its public reception.
Chapter 3, “Behind the Scenes of Academia’s Diversity Charades,” segues from the media comparison of Chapter 2 by opening with the satirical film-turned-television series *Dear White People*, created by Justin Simien, which was in part inspired by a racial crisis at my institutional home (the University of California, San Diego’s 2010 blackface fraternity party dubbed the “Compton Cookout”). In the wake of this racial emergency, in which an off-campus fraternity party invited participants to don blackface in order to pose as imagined residents of the infamously gang-ridden Los Angeles neighborhood of Compton, the institution marshalled a typical response that higher education scholars T. Elon Dancy II, Kirsten T. Edwards, and James Earl Davis characterize as an extension of anti-Blackness. Like many other campus responses to such racist incidents, UC San Diego disavowed the Compton Cookout as what Dancy, Edwards, and Davis call “incidental or anomalous,” rather than acknowledging “the history of trauma experienced by Black bodies on White campuses”—a history that leads the authors to dub American higher education a “historically white” institution (in pointed opposition to the HBCUs established prior to the passage of the Higher Education Act of 1965).91

Distributed by Lionsgate/Roadside Attractions as a feature-length film in 2014 and by Netflix as a television series since 2017, *Dear White People*’s mediated representations of mostly African American student experience on an elite American college campus further spectacularize the racial dysfunction in U.S. higher education rather than opening their audiences to the institutional change required to redress it. I compare these mediated representations to the contemporaneous *I, Too, Am Harvard*, a 2014 stage play based on interviews with Ivy League students of color that was adapted into a student-led photo campaign which went viral. The mass media’s subsequent erasure of the theatrical origins of what became a performative photo campaign is symptomatic of our culture’s tendency to overlook the resistant potential of live performance. I contrast this tendency by analyzing three case studies of recent stage plays by women of color that present diverse academic experiences and productively engage their live audiences in an affective structure conducive with social change: Eleanor Burgess’s *The Niceties* (2017), Lydia Diamond’s *Smart People* (2016), and Rachel Lynett’s *Well-Intentioned White People* (2018).

*The Niceties* takes place on an unnamed Ivy League campus, obliquely reimagining *Oleanna* as a duet of racial discomfort between a white female Ivy League professor and her black female undergraduate student; despite its brutal depiction of white fragility, Burgess’s play has been produced around the country and for mostly white audiences to great acclaim. In a groundbreaking 2011 article that has since been expanded to a bestselling 2018 book, education scholar Robin DiAngelo writes that North American society comprises an “insulated environment of racial protection [that] builds white expectations for racial comfort while at the same time lowering the ability to tolerate racial stress,” leading to what she refers to as “White Fragility.” DiAngelo succinctly defines white fragility as “a state in which even a minimum amount of racial
stress becomes intolerable, triggering a range of defensive moves.”92 The Niceties presents the theatricalized theory that the white professor’s “defensive moves” toward her black student’s critique of institutionalized racism stem not only from the professor’s white privilege, but also, even more saliently, from the structural demands made on her by the gatekeeping mandate of her “scholarly community” and by academia’s myth of meritocracy.

The McCarter Theatre originally commissioned playwright and professor Lydia Diamond’s play Smart People, which went on to be produced at regional theatres across the United States as well as off-Broadway (with an all-star cast including Mahershala Ali as a black surgical resident, Joshua Jackson as a white neurobiology professor, and Anne Son as a Japanese-Chinese-American psychology professor). Diamond’s play takes place at and around Harvard, where its white neurobiologist’s tenure case is in jeopardy because he refuses to capitulate to the academic administrations’ racial discomfort about his research, which sets out to prove the biological basis for whites’ racism against African Americans. His best friend, played off-Broadway by Ali, is the target of ceaseless microaggressions as he navigates Harvard Medical School’s systemic racism in order to become a surgeon.

An up-and-coming playwright, Rachel Lynett’s Well-Intentioned White People had its August 2018 world premiere in the Berkshires region of Massachusetts at Barrington Stage Company. The play’s depiction of the hate crimes directed against an African American professor of literature at a predominantly white college—who must respond by absurdly ensuring the racial comfort of her white female dean—was partly inspired by Lynett’s own experience working in an academic dean’s office during graduate school. Throughout Chapter 3, I argue not only for the social-change affect that is transmitted to audiences through these three plays (one that I produced as a staged reading for an audience of academics, one that I discussed with the playwright as she revised it for its world premiere, and one that I participated in as an audience member), but also for each academic drama as a theoretical meditation on the racial crisis facing academia writ large, as the professoriate’s regressive lack of diversity and the slow but steady diversification of its student body collides with the rapidly changing racial demographics beyond the ivory tower. These plays suggest that this racial crisis is exacerbated rather than ameliorated by the diversity charades produced by higher education administrators.

Chapter 4, “Framing Science for the Death of the Humanities,” has a structure that mirrors Chapter 3, but instead focuses on the decline of the arts and humanities as disciplines and values in the academia. The individualistic competition, disembodied knowledge, and clinical distance championed by increasingly powerful STEM disciplines have not only coincided with budget cuts in arts and humanities disciplines, but have also resulted in an infiltration of these STEM-associated values into every corner of the academy as well as into the expectations placed on the theatrical professoriate. Counter to STEM rationalism is the disruptive potential of the amateur, which has inspired
several recent books and articles in Theatre and Performance Studies. Taking the stance that interdisciplinary work that positions academic collaborators as always-already amateur is by definition a radical intervention in the values of the theatrical professoriate, I also acknowledge that the instrumentalization of theatre implicit in academia’s “theatrical turn” might be complicit in the corporatization of today’s university (as Jen Harvie has argued in her 2013 book *Fair Play: Art, Performance, and Neoliberalism*). Likewise, I argue that the value placed on teaching empathy through these interventions might be complicit in what performance studies scholar Patrick Anderson has called “neoliberalism’s economy of affect.” Within this web of amateur entanglements, I analyze three case studies of plays that dramatize the STEM takeover of higher education: David Abramson’s *Purely Academic* (2013), Will Cooper’s *Margin of Error* (2017), and Todd Salovey’s adaptation of Brian Keating’s memoir *Losing the Nobel Prize* (2018).

Australian computer scientist (and amateur playwright) David Abramson’s *Purely Academic*, which premiered at Oxford University, represents the evolution of a hapless computer science graduate student into an academic predator guilty of plagiarism, bullying, and sexual harassment. The twist comes when the audience realizes that the academic predator’s lack of humanity results from his discipline’s reward system, not necessarily some inherent character defect on the part of the academic himself. In 2018, I produced a staged reading of *Purely Academic* for two audiences of academics, and I analyze audience response data from the public readings in the chapter.

American playwright (and amateur scientist) Will Cooper’s *Margin of Error* was the premiere production of a new San Diego-based theatre company, the Roustabouts, and centers on a renowned but heartless University of Chicago physicist whose time basking in the spotlight of an imminent Nobel Prize is cut short when his lack of research integrity and his sexual harassment of a female graduate student are revealed. In 2018, I also produced a staged reading of *Margin of Error* with the original Roustabouts cast for an audience of academics, and those response data are also analyzed in this chapter.

Finally, real-life physics professor Brian Keating’s memoir of his own brush with the elusive Nobel Prize—mournfully titled *Losing the Nobel Prize*—was adapted by director and professor Todd Salovey (whose brother, Peter Salovey, is the President of Yale University) for its June 2018 premiere as part of the San Diego Jewish Arts Festival. While critiques of Keating’s memoir have noted the unacknowledged but toxic masculinity driving Physics as a discipline to emphasize winning its highest prize at any cost, the stage adaptation of *Losing the Nobel Prize* theatricalizes Keating’s contention that academic institutions profit from Nobel-winning professors in a manner very similar to how Hollywood production companies make money off the backs of Oscar-winning actors. But both interpretations of what’s wrong with coveting the Nobel emphasize the dehumanization of scholars that results. Having come full circle to my initial comparison between #OscarsSoWhite and academia as a historically white
institution in need of reform, I conclude Chapter 4 by noting the irony that STEM has become theatre’s newest patron, even as academic STEM’s takeover of the arts and humanities nears its completion. I segue to the conclusion by suggesting that this patronage may enable theatre to act as a Trojan horse in defying the death of the humanities.

Finally, in the Conclusion, “Diagnosing Academia’s Theatrical Turn,” I summarize the ambivalent spotlight the academy enjoys through the recent theatrical turn on American university campuses. I start by exploring the theatrical experiment of Karen Zacarias’s *Just Like Us* (2013). Latinx playwright Karen Zacarias adapted *Just Like Us* from white journalist Helen Thorpe’s autobiographical account of her time as a journalist and first lady of Denver (her husband was mayor), as she engages in long-term fieldwork studying the lives of four Mexican American college students, two of whom are undocumented. Zacarias’s stage adaptation problematizes the “white savior” implications of Thorpe’s memoir, and has also been an important engine for protesting President Trump’s campaign to end the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program (DACA) protecting “Dreamers” (undocumented immigrants brought to the United States as children, many of whom are now college-age). When Trump’s plans to end DACA were announced in 2017, Zacarias announced that she would give free rights to anyone who wanted to produce *Just Like Us* in order to raise DACA awareness or raise funds to help undocumented immigrants losing their DACA protection. Since then, the play has been produced all across the United States, on and off college campuses.

I compare the political function of Zacarias’s donated production script with the impulse to use interactive theatre within academic spaces to spark discussion of the crises facing higher education as well as to hold academics accountable for producing change. I argue that the rise of interactive theatre companies at institutions such as the Cornell University, the University of Michigan, and the University of California offers a path toward institutional change, and share insights and advice from practitioners of this form including my own takeaways from two years of performing this type of work for the ten campuses in the University of California system. I conclude that the theatrical turn in academia is best understood as a philosophical pharmakon—both poison and cure—requiring an intricate negotiation through the interdisciplinary hierarchies of today’s academy in order to produce important stage interactions that might help us imagine solutions to the demands of the theatrical professoriate, and ways to redress the racial and disciplinary inequities that undergird it.
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